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get up with an impatient sigh and exclaim:  "I cannot
possibly play on such an instrument.   It will ruin my
career."   It was one of his favourite expressions. Generally
it was the head of the piano firm, M, Blondel in France,
Mr. Adlington in England, or the tuner who would have to
deal with the problem.   They would reassure Paderewski,
tighten up the hammers, retune the piano, but at the end of
a few hours5 hard work it was the same.   " It is quite
impossible to play on such an instrument.   I tell you, it will
ruin my career."   Both M. Blondel and Mr. Adlington
were wise men and they knew that the best thing to do was
to keep quiet while the first symptoms of PaderewsH's
approaching stage fright manifested themselves.   After the
concert Paderewski would say   " Dolmetsch, that was a
wonderful instrument.   Keep it for the next tour."   And
M. Dolmetsch would give an appreciative but enigmatic
smile.   Dolmetsch was the French representative of the
family who were making musical history in England and
whose name in Switzerland, their country of origin, had
been identified with music for generations.   Albert Dol-
metsch, a kind little man with a well-cared-for moustache
and a sensitive pair of eyes, firmly believed that pianos
possess souls.   He was as much devoted to them as he was
to Paderewski, to whom he always referred as " Maitre."
Dolmetsch was Erard's chief tuner, and he travelled with
Paderewski and his pianos throughout the world.   He also
had to look after the lighting arrangements and he saw to the
special chair which Paderewski used on the platform.   It
could be folded and packed with the luggage.   As Paderew-
ski's body was in proportion rather bigger than his legs, he
needed a particularly low chair.   Dolmetsch was an ex-
cellent pianist himself, and whenever Paderewski's piano
produced a not quite perfect note it gave M. Dolmetsch
acute pain.
Paderewski liked these men who surrounded him in the
hours of preparation and whose job it was to see that the
technical side of his concert was a success. His agents,

